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Chapter 516 

“I’m glad it’s not hard for you, but I’m sorry I cost you your job because of 
this.” 

“Miss Tong you are too polite, I came over just to tell you that Miss Rameen 
Tong has already started to get involved in this matter, you’d better be 
careful.” 

“I will, and thanks for coming all the way over here to tell me that, but you lost 
your job, what’s next for you?” 

“I’ve already filled out my resume and I’m ready to go to all the companies, so 
you don’t have to worry about that for me.”Manager Jiang is quite polite. 

“How about this, if you’re interested, I can recommend you to work for the 
Dark Empire Group.” 

“Dark Empire” Manager Jiang himself was also shocked, it was the world’s 
first group, to be able to enter such a company to work, is probably everyone’s 
dream. 

“If you don’t mind, I can make a recommendation for you, so go back and wait 
until I hear from you and I’ll have someone contact you.” 

“Then thank you very much Miss Tong, I’ll leave you alone and go back first.” 

Send away Manager Jiang, Jasmine Tong’s heart is still a bit up and down. 

I thought this was already done, but I never thought Rameen Tong would 
intervene at this critical moment. 

Now that’s a bad thing. 

“Manny, start shooting, get ready.” 

“I’m coming” the director was already shouting, Jasmine Tong hastily collected 
herself and adjusted her state. 



At night dragging her tired body, Jasmine Tong returned to the hotel, wanting 
to video with Albert Ou and take a look at her baby, but found several missed 
calls from Marven Tong on her phone. 

She and Marven Tong hadn’t been in touch for a long time, and the last time 
they saw each other was at Yarwen Tong’s funeral. 

Of course she knew what Marven Tong was calling her for. 

Originally she wanted to give Marven Tong a reminder through this incident, 
Marven Tong is a very timid person and can’t stand things. 

Without Rameen Tong’s intervention, Marven Tong would have definitely 
agreed to revamp the production line. 

But that’s not going to be easy. 

Jasmine Tong still called Marven Tong. 

“You’re an ungrateful daughter, you even know how to call me back, I called 
you so many times and you didn’t even pick up the phone, you don’t have my 
old son in your eyes do you” 

As soon as the phone call came through, Rameen was scolded. 

“You got a problem?” 

“What do you mean I’m in trouble? You don’t even call a dad, do you? I told 
you to come home right now.” 

The phone hung up. 

Jasmine Tong held her phone thoughtfully, perhaps she should indeed take 
this trip. 

She immediately called the driver, who had been guarding this side of the 
house since she had to go home if she closed early, and the bodyguard had 
been keeping her safe in secret. 

Jasmine Tong also really came to Tong’s house. 

In the living room Marven Tong and Dusyman sat on the sofa. 



Seeing Jasmine Tong return, Dushman immediately snorted. 

“Yo, look who’s back isn’t this our Tong family’s eldest daughter, the one who 
has been eating out of the house and is determined to make our family 
bankrupt.” 

Jasmine Tong ignored this yin and yang voice of Duthie and instead walked 
directly to Marven Tong. 

The two bodyguards behind him had been following closely as well. 

“Dad, what brings me back?” 

“I’m asking you, the company’s drinking out of the incident, is it you who did it 
you and that surnamed Jiang insider and outsider, what do you really want to 
do.” 

Marven Tong said as he slapped the table. 

“Drinking and drinking out of the blue, this is true, Manager Jiang and I are 
merely trying to use this to get you to straighten out the production line.” 

“Old man, you heard it this dead girl admitted that she is the one who did it 
you dead girl, your heart is black is this kind of thing you can even do, is not 
wait for your father to die, you feel better” 

Jasmine Tong ignored the whole time that she’d seen enough of this woman’s 
mouth from Dusyman. 

“Dad, our wine does have a lot of problems lately, Manager Jiang has already 
told me all about it, if this goes on, sooner or later something will happen, I 
suggest you straighten up the production line right away and take back the 
inferior wine in a hurry, lest things get too big, that’s not something that can be 
solved by compensation, it’s a crime.” 

Marven Tong was taken aback. 

Simin Du saw that Marven Tong was frightened and hurriedly said, “Old man, 
you even listened to this unfilial daughter If it wasn’t for her, our family could 
have had such a big incident? The wine is all made from grain and can be 
drunk out of what can happen Not to mention that our family’s wine has been 
brewed for so many years.” 



“You know best how you make your wine, Dad, I don’t want to talk to you, if 
you listen to me, stop and rectify the situation right now, and take back all the 
inferior wine, it might even save your life.” 

“Old man, look at this daughter of yours, how much it costs you to stop and 
straighten up and how much it costs you to take back the wine she just can’t 
see us well.” 

“There’s no end to the money to be made If you want to make money, you 
have to look ahead,” Jasmine Tong hastily retorted. 

“That’s enough” Marven Tong slapped the coffee table and stood up, shaking 
the teacups on the coffee table shaking chaotically 

Two bodyguards hurriedly stood in front of Jasmine Tong at the sight of the 
situation. 

“Jasmine Tong, I’ve raised you for so many years without merit, I can’t 
imagine that you would stab me in the back and try to plot against me since 
you’re so disregarding father-daughter love, I don’t need to care about father-
daughter love anymore” 

“Look at this good daughter of yours, she even brought two bodyguards over 
to the house, what does she want to do smash our house to pieces like last 
time?” 

“Dad, why do you just don’t believe that my same is your daughter, Rameen 
Tong believes whatever you say, and you never listen to anything I say.” 

Jasmine Tong also wondered why there was such a big difference between 
the same daughters. 

“Because the dream is devoted to the good of the family, and you are devoted 
to how you can harm the family, you are a disaster.” 

Without waiting for Marven Tong to speak, Dusman pointed at Jasmine 
Tong’s nose and yelled at her. 

“Okay, Dad, think what you want, I’ve said what I have to say, don’t come 
begging me later if something goes wrong.” 



When Jasmine Tong saw how stubborn Marven Tong was, she had become 
disheartened. 

“Joke, we go begging you look at that scandal you’re messing up and 
smearing the family, we go begging you when something happens to us, what 
a joke” Duthie couldn’t help but laugh. 

Jasmine Tong didn’t want to stay in this house for a second longer and left 
immediately. 

Standing in the doorway, she looked back at the unfamiliar house with 
faraway eyes. 

Jasmine Tong made her decision, let them fend for themselves in the matter 
of Tong Kee Liquor, it had nothing to do with her anyway. 

The only thing that Jasmine Tong didn’t expect was that she had just left from 
the Tong family, and a wave of events hit her head on. 

Chapter 517 

“The scheming whore Jasmine Tong won’t even spare her own father.” 

“Maliciously staged a drinking incident to smear his own father.” 

“Jasmine Tong sabotaged her sister’s wedding and then killed her father.” 

Every news headline is shocking. 

In the news, it was reported that Jasmine Tong maliciously created a drinking 
incident to smear her father’s business, Tong Kee Liquor, for having 
problems. 

This incident has directly pushed Jasmine Tong into the limelight. 

“Jasmine Tong is really worse than a pig and a dog, framing her own half-
sister is fine, but she won’t even spare her own father.” 

“Whatever her father had done to her, after all, he had raised her, and she 
could do such a thing.” 

“I’m really so disappointed in Jasmine Tong, a while ago it was said that she 
gave birth to a rich businessman and the child was abandoned, now it’s said 



that she pitted her biological father against her, no wind, no waves, why is it 
always about her?” 

We didn’t expect that Jasmine Tong would have such a bad reputation just 
after her comeback. 

The news that she was unmarried and pregnant had just been suppressed by 
the Dark Empire’s annual meeting some time ago, and now it had surfaced 
once again because of this incident. 

Many media reporters were gathered around Yancheng, ready to squat for 
Jasmine Tong. 

Goose City is usually closed off to the press because of the many crews 
filming. 

There was no way for Jasmine Tong to get out. 

Another group of reporters came directly to Tong’s house because they 
couldn’t squat on Jasmine Tong. 

Duthie was dressed beautifully, just ready to go out shopping, as soon as she 
opened the door, the press rabble rushed over. 

“Mrs. Tong, can you please tell us whether this recent incident was created by 
Jasmine Tong or not?” 

“Mrs. Tong, is Jasmine Tong really that bad?” 

After all, Simin Du is also someone who has seen big scenes in the face of 
the reporters’ questions, she is not afraid at all. 

“Okay okay, all of you come in one by one, talk one by one, and I’ll answer 
your questions one by one.” 

Duthie simply had the maids invite all the reporters into the house, and the 
living room was full of them. 

“Madam Tong, is Jasmine Tong behind this incident?” 

“Of course that’s right it’s her own admission at home in front of his father, she 
created the incident luckily we found out early or we would have suffered a big 
loss.” 



Duthie sat demurely on the couch. 

“And why did she do it? What was her purpose?” 

“Not all for the sake of the family property, this Jasmine Tong ah, simply bad 
she came some time ago to ask the family for shares in the company, a mouth 
is 20 shares, our old man where willing, she does not pay a penny, and did 
not contribute to the family, the old man said a little less to him, she was not 
happy, so created this incident.” 

Duthie’s ability to make up nonsense is getting better and better. 

“I heard that the time she went charging was actually because she was 
pregnant, is this true?” 

Journalists have a hard time getting such a good opportunity, so naturally they 
want a real answer to any question. 

“Hi family misfortune ah she is indeed pregnant she this little girl has been 
misbehaving since she was a child, always thinking about getting close to the 
big money, you think how she is popular is not all thanks to these big money 
to get to the top.” 

Reporters repeatedly dug into the breaking news. 

“Can you give me the specifics?” 

“What can’t be said about her, she was so intent on marrying a rich husband, 
just like our dream, she was originally thinking about the child in her belly 
forcing people to marry their wives, but they just dumped her and didn’t take 
her seriously at all.” 

“So, then, Jasmine Tong is looking for someone who is married.” 

“That’s right, she’s rich, she’s married, she’s got two kids, you can tell she’s 
not virtuous, but she’s eating her own fruit, she’s, she’s dumped her.” 

“Then why did she have the baby?” 

“She didn’t say so at first, worried that the man would go back on his word, 
thinking that it was too big a month to do it and then threaten the man, but she 
was not afraid of the danger, and the month was too big to do it, so she had to 
give birth.” 



This interview with Dusseldorf has been a big news for the reporters. 

After all, Simin Du was Jasmine Tong’s stepmother and had watched her 
grow up since she was a child, and her words were still very convincing. 

Besides, she had a nose for what she was saying, so one had to believe it. 

All of these things that Simin Du said were added to the news by the reporter 
and sent out. 

Jasmine Tong’s two charges were confirmed. One was that she was not 
married and the other was that she wanted to trap her own father. 

Xu Xinru had a good time dressing up in disguise and finally escaped those 
reporters in Yancheng. 

“Manny, the situation is really bad for you, or you’d just go public with your 
relationship with Ou.” 

Xu Xingru couldn’t really think of anything else to do, and Simin Du had 
already made this whole thing happen. 

Donnie Mann won’t get out of this unless he brings out the real facts. 

Jasmine Tong also knew that this matter was fierce, and I’m afraid that it 
could only be resolved by exposing her true relationship with Albert Ou. 

“I have to go home and discuss it.” 

“Manny, I know you’re a stubborn girl, and I know you said you wanted to get 
a Grand Slam before you wanted to have an open relationship with Ou, but 
you know the situation now.” 

Jasmine Tong nodded very helplessly. 

“Sister Starru, don’t make it public yet, I’ll think of a way to make it public after 
all, this matter still involves the Dark Empire side, I’ll have to discuss it with 
him, and I’ll contact you when we have the results.” 

“Well, I’ll go back to the office and wait to hear from you, so don’t go out lately 
and take care of your filming here.” 

After Xu Xingru left, Jasmine Tong sighed in frustration. 



Maybe nothing in this world is perfect. 

“Mandy, don’t be so listless, open it up, it’s no big deal,” said Mo Yiang 
comfortably. 

“There’s public good and public bad, and there’s so much involved that a 
single-celled creature like you can’t figure it out.” 

Jasmine Tong patted Mo Yiang’s head. 

“I don’t think there’s anything wrong with that, after everyone knows you’re 
Mrs. Ou, no one will dare to bully you anymore, you can do whatever you 
want, that’s not bad” 

“I wish I was Jasmine Tong, followed by Mrs. Ou, not because I’m Mrs. Ou, 
followed by Jasmine Tong, and I think people will soon forget what my name 
is.” 

While Jasmine Tong was arranging to make her relationship with Albert Ou 
public, an unexpected thing happened. 

Chapter 518 

Star King International has suddenly released the news that Xu Jiajie Xu is 
going back to making movies, and has already handpicked Jasmine Tong as 
the female lead, and a press conference will be held today. 

Master Xu Jiajie Xu, that name was a big deal 20 years ago. 

Who doesn’t know? 

He is the predecessor of many famous modern directors, and the most 
famous director in China today, Qi Yuanyi, is his disciple. 

The news of the old man’s coming out spread all at once. 

And Jasmine Tong, the handpicked woman of the year, was completely in the 
dark. 

Just as she was about to find out more about the situation with Xu Xingru, a 
call came from Xu Xingru’s side, asking her to immediately go to the 
Zhengyuan Hotel to hold a press conference. 



When Jasmine Tong arrived at the hotel, the place was already crowded. 

No wonder it was so convenient for her to come out of Goose City, it was 
because all the media reporters had already arrived here. 

It’s been ten years since Master Hsu has made a movie, and the suddenness 
of this has certainly caught the attention of all the reporters. 

Jasmine Tong immediately rushed backstage to start changing. 

“Sister Xing Rou, what the hell is going on ah I’ve never had any friendship 
with Master Xu” 

“I won’t be able to explain it to you in time, so don’t talk too much at the press 
conference later, just say that you’re busy shooting a TV show right now and 
I’ll help you with the rest” 

Since the press conference was soon to be held, Xu Xingru didn’t have that 
much time to talk to Jasmine Tong about this, so she pushed her into the 
room and told her to change her clothes. 

At the press conference, Xu, who has turned 65 years old, was still in high 
spirits. 

Jasmine Tong took her seat, like air, and no one paid any attention to her, 
almost all the questions were on Master Xu. 

“Xu Lao, we all know that when you were making movies before, you were 
very careful about choosing people, but you wouldn’t choose any artist with 
any kind of taint, why did you choose Jasmine Tong this time” 

The reporter was very sharp at the beginning of the question. 

Master Xu was still smiling and very amiable. 

“If you know that I will not appoint a tainted artist, then why are you 
questioning my choices?” 

A rhetorical question from Master Xu left the reporter speechless. 

Another reporter rushed to his feet. 



“Xu Lao, you may have been away from this circle for too long, you don’t know 
about the recent news that is circulating that Jasmine Tong is a mistress and 
is also unmarried and pregnant, but also has to trap her own father, do you 
know anything about these news?” 

Jasmine Tong always sat, feeling a chill down her back. 

It’s one thing to see a lot of people reviling themselves on the news, but it’s 
another thing to hear it in person. 

But Master Xu still spoke nonchalantly. 

“I’ve seen all the news you’re talking about, I’ve been in circles for so long, 
I’ve got my back all over the place, I want to use someone, it just takes a little 
bit of asking around, I’m just sorry, but the news you’re talking about is just 
news.” 

Master Xu lifted the cup of tea in front of him and took a sip of tea, very 
relaxed and natural. 

“I’ve heard from many people that Tong is a very hard-working actress, 
humble and generous, and I’ve seen her movies before, and she’s a good 
actress, which is why I chose her.” 

All the reporters were blinded. 

Master Xu was telling the truth, his back was all over the circle and everyone 
had to give him some face. 

He can find out which actor has what story behind him by just asking around, 
so that means all of Tong’s news is a fabrication! 

The reporters finally noticed Jasmine Tong and started asking her some 
questions. 

But soon Xu Xingru ended the press conference on the grounds that Jasmine 
Tong was still busy filming the post-Christening biography. 

Jasmine Tong met Master Xu backstage. 

“Xu Lao, thank you so much for today.” 



“You don’t need to thank me, little girl, I think highly of you, and I wish us the 
best of luck working together.” 

Master Xu smilingly patted Jasmine Tong’s shoulder. 

“Well, good working together.” 

At this point, Xu Xingru and Jasmine Tong all breathed a sigh of relief, they 
knew that this crisis should have been resolved and there would be no need 
to announce Jasmine Tong’s relationship with Albert Ou. 

Because of the suddenness of the incident, Jasmine Tong was called over 
temporarily from the set, and she was busy going back to her film, so she 
didn’t talk much with Xu Xingru. 

The news that Master Xu handpicked Jasmine Tong for the first female role in 
the movie, and testified to her character, suddenly blew up in the 
entertainment industry. 

With Master Xu’s assurance, no one would question Jasmine Tong anymore. 

Master Xu is a very harsh director of hiring, there was an actress took the 
master Xu’s film, the film has been shot, the actress was exposed to cheating 
news, the master Xu immediately her footage all deleted, please use another 
actress for reshoots. 

The principle that Master Hsu has always insisted on is that an actor, he is a 
person first and an actor second. 

Can’t even be a good human being, let alone an actor. 

And hearing this news, Rameen Tong was like a thunderclap. 

“Isn’t Master Xu’s movie something we’ve been in contact with here? How 
come he’s suddenly Jasmine Tong’s female lead?” 

She certainly had her reasons for freaking out. 

Some time ago on the side of Artsin International, I don’t know where I got the 
news that Master Xu was going to come out to make a movie. 

They can’t let go of this good opportunity so they immediately sent a large 
number of people to get in touch with the old man Xu. 



Because the project has never been negotiated, Artsin International has never 
released the news. 

As the first sister of Yixin International, once the deal is done, this female role 
will definitely be Rameen Tong. 

Rameen Tong has always been high-profile on a regular basis, and has 
already started to conduct publicity, but she has suffered several losses and 
does not dare to do so, so she has kept a low profile and only waited for the 
news to be confirmed. 

But who knew that she would become Jasmine Tong’s leading lady all of a 
sudden 

“Miss Rameen, I’m not sure ah, there’s no feedback from the top management 
either.” 

Jin Wei also felt oddly aggrieved about this thing that she didn’t even know 
about. 

“How come you’re my agent and you don’t know how to follow up on 
something this important?” 

“But, Miss Rameen, if the top management of the company takes this project, 
then this female number one will definitely be yours in the future, and now it’s 
Jasmine Tong’s, which means the company didn’t take it ah.” 

What does that have to do with her? 

“Rubbish all a bunch of rubbish let Jasmine Tong take advantage of the 
weakness and pick up a big advantage No, this matter is not that simple, 
immediately go and give me an appointment with the company’s senior 
general manager over, I want to personally talk to him, what is going on” 
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Chapter 519 

Just as the news broke that Master Xu and Jasmine Tong were going to 
collaborate on a new movie, another video quietly made its way onto Weibo 
hotspots. 

Clicking on the video reveals that it’s a couple of women playing mahjong, and 
the dress should all be among the rich wives. 

This includes Duthumi. 

“Mrs. Tong, that daughter of yours, Jasmine Tong, really hooked up with a 
married rich businessman, gave birth to a child and got dumped.” 

“That’s all made up, I haven’t been in touch with her in a long time, how would 
I know about her? It’s none of my business if she’s out there dead or alive, it’s 
better to be dead” 

The video was short, only a few tens of seconds long, but Duthie’s voice was 
very clear. 

The video looks like it was taken secretly, so naturally it’s very believable. 

There were also some rich wives who often played cards with To Sze-man, 
who proved that To Sze-man treated Jasmine Tong’s stepdaughter very 
badly, and even beat and scolded her frequently when she was young. 

So it’s only natural to make up stories to help your own daughter at this time. 

The truth finally comes out. 

This suddenly backfired, and everyone started blaming Simin Du, but Simin 
Du was, after all, an outsider, so everyone pointed at Rameen Tong. 

The first thing you need to do is to take a look at the newest products that you 
can find. 

She immediately made an appointment with the CEO of ESSI. 

“Mr. Gao, we’re also old acquaintances, I won’t beat around the bush with 
you, isn’t it true that we’ve been in contact with the matter of Master Xu 
wanting to make a movie, how come it’s suddenly Star King International?” 



Gao always looked pale, first sighing and then drinking. 

“Rameen, there’s nothing I can do to help you with this, because it’s the 
president’s orders.” 

“President,” this startled Rameen Tong. 

“Originally I had already submitted all of your information to Master Xu’s side, 
and for security reasons, I also pushed a few new people in the company as 
an alternative, which were already about to be negotiated, and the president 
gave the order that the project was not to be discussed, so I had to call it 
quits.” 

“So the president didn’t tell you why?” 

“No, the president instructed that he would follow up on the project himself 
and told me to leave it alone.” 

Gao has never been able to get back to his feet either. 

“Rameen, this president recently is not in a bad state ah, this is a great 
opportunity for you, it was almost a deal, how come halfway I really do not 
understand.” 

Rameen Tong laughed awkwardly, “The president naturally has his reasons 
for doing so, he’s a person who has never followed common sense, maybe he 
has a better arrangement.” 

“That’s true, the president is experienced, so I’m naturally no match for him.” 

Rameen Tong’s mouth said so, but her heart already understood everything. 

Ellen Ron is doing this to help Jasmine Tong out of this crisis. 

She pushed Jasmine Tong into a desperate situation, she thinks she can’t find 
a way out of it 

But who knew that Cheng Bite Gold would turn out to be her husband? 

It’s hard to swallow this bad breath in Rameen Tong’s heart! 

Jasmine Tong, who returned to the set for filming, has also been very curious 
as to what this is all about. 



She had been so busy, but now all her problems were solved and she had 
picked up a big advantage for nothing. 

Because Xu Xingru has been very busy, Jasmine Tong didn’t have the time to 
communicate with her, and then when you think about it carefully, this matter 
probably won’t have another person other than Albert Ou. 

It was an early finish to the day, and Jasmine Tong went home. 

After playing with the baby for a while, it was back to the bedroom. 

It just so happened that Albert Ou was back. 

“Have you eaten yet? I’m back early today, so why don’t I make you a couple 
of dishes.” 

“I’ve already eaten.”Albert Ou’s face wasn’t very pretty. 

Jasmine Tong didn’t think about it that much, I guess she was too busy with 
work. 

As Albert Ou sat on the bed, Jasmine Tong stood behind him and rubbed his 
shoulders for him. 

“Honey, I can’t thank you enough for this one, I don’t know what I would have 
done without you.” 

Hearing this, Albert Ou’s face became even more ugly. 

“But, honey, how did you know Master Xu was going to be on the mountain 
you don’t mix in this circle, how come you’re so well informed?” 

“I didn’t do this thing.” 

Of course, Albert Ou wished he could help Jasmine Tong, but he didn’t want 
to take advantage of this without merit. 

“If you didn’t do it, then who did.” 

“And I’m going to ask you how I know who it is.” 

“But I think it’s like you did this tactic ah, surprise, and then you made the 
video, a good and an evil match is your style ah.” 



“If I say it wasn’t me, it wasn’t me, I did have the video taken, and I had those 
wives’ proofs made, but it wasn’t me who found that old man.” 

“And who would that be?” 

Jasmine Tong was even stranger, not just anyone could do something this 
big. 

Albert Ou’s face had become as black as the bottom of a pot, he knew it by 
heart, he just didn’t want to say it. 

“You’d have to ask yourself that, anyway.” 

Albert Ou got up and went straight into the bathroom. 

“If you don’t know, you don’t know, what’s with the tantrum” Jasmine Tong felt 
that Albert Ou’s tantrum was inexplicable. 

Jasmine Tong sat on the bed still thinking about the man who secretly helped 
her, Albert Ou came out of the bathroom, saw her like this, and just lifted the 
blanket and pressed her underneath her. 

“What are you doing?” Jasmine Tong was shocked. Don’t be so anxious. 

“Want you” Albert Ou sealed her lips without giving Jasmine Tong any chance 
to speak. 

The movement was noticeably less gentle than before and seemed a little 
more impatient. 

The temperature of the room rose rapidly. 

Tonight’s Albert Ou seemed to want it over and over again with insatiable 
desire. 

Jasmine Tong also knows that she rarely comes back once, and did not 
refuse at first, but then it was too much to bear. 

“Honey can we do this I have a movie tomorrow, that’s it for today.” 

Jasmine Tong’s voice coquettishly begged. 

“You’re my manman, you’re my woman is mine.” 



Still unwilling to stop, Albert Ou k!ssed Jasmine Tong’s lips once more. 

He kept mouthing the words. 

Jasmine Tong was so tired that she was too tired to even move a finger. 

She didn’t know how Albert Ou had stopped, only that in the end, Albert Ou 
had carried her to wash her body. 

The next morning straight away, I was late, and for the first time ever. 

Jasmine Tong scolded Albert Ou in her heart. 

This afternoon of filming, Jasmine Tong’s cell phone showed a long-sealed 
number. 

Chapter 520 

It was Xu Xingru who called first this day. 

“Mandy, regarding the matter of working with Xu Lao, I’ve investigated, and 
this matter of Xu Lao making a comeback has been kept under wraps, it was 
the news from Artsin International that first got the news, and then it has been 
approached as well.” 

“Eisin International” 

“That’s right, it’s always been them talking, but Xu Lao’s side said that for 
some reason, it was already about to be negotiated, and Artsin International 
was ready to push Rameen Tong to the top, but as a result, Artsin 
International suddenly went back on its word, and recommended you to Xu 
Lao.” 

Jasmine Tong was shocked by the news, that is, this time, it was Eason 
International who was helping him. 

But this is simply impossible, Yixin International and Star King International 
have always been bitter rivals, moreover, Rameen Tong is the boss of Yixin 
International’s wife, how could she allow Yixin International to stand on her 
side? 

“I also think it’s strange, could this matter be fraudulent could it be that 
Rameen Tong arranged it and designed this trap for us to exploit” 



“I wouldn’t rule it out.” 

“Mandy, let’s be careful about this, and you should be more careful, too, and 
I’ll be on guard everywhere.” 

“Good.”The company has been in the process of developing the new product 
for the past few years. 

But soon when Jasmine Tong found the long-dusted number on her own 
phone, everything had been answered. 

“Mandy, all that’s over now, isn’t it?” 

This message came from Ellen Ron. 

If it wasn’t for seeing that Ellen Ron’s phone number was still stored in her 
phone, Jasmine Tong would have almost forgotten about this person’s 
existence. 

Jasmine Tong could sense that this matter could have something to do with 
Ellen Ron, otherwise Ellen Ron wouldn’t have said so. 

“The thing is you did it,” Jasmine Tong replied to the message anyway. 

“I’m just trying to give you a hand.” 

“What do you want?” 

“Do you have time this evening? let’s come out for dinner near Goose Town.” 

Seeing Ellen Ron’s invitation, Jasmine Tong was actually a little confused, she 
didn’t know what Ellen Ron wanted. 

It’s been so long since we’ve been in touch. 

This time, if it was really Ellen Ron who had helped himself and helped 
himself out of such a big trouble, she should have gone to the appointment, 
both emotionally and reasonably. 

“Okay, send me the address.” 

Soon, Ellen Ron sent an address to Jasmine Tong. 



When she saw the address sent by Ellen Ron, Jasmine Tong was also 
stunned. 

“The Wish Restaurant.” 

This restaurant was near Yan City, and when they were still in love, Ellen Ron 
had brought Jasmine Tong here once. 

At that time, it was Ellen Ron who brought Jasmine Tong to watch a certain 
star shoot. 

Jasmine Tong immediately closed her phone, it was all in the past and she 
didn’t want to remember it again. 

The day ended very early, and instead of going home, she went to the 
appointment with Ellen Ron. 

Ellen Ron had already booked a private room, and Jasmine Tong, wearing 
sunglasses, went straight in. 

“Waiter, you may serve the food.” 

Having not seen him for many days, Ellen Ron’s face was much more 
vicarious than before, no longer the handsome youth, adding a few tastes of a 
mature man. 

Jasmine Tong’s expression was a little cold. 

“I’m not going to eat, but I came over today just to say thank you.” 

He was no longer him, and she was no longer her. 

“Look I’ve ordered it all, no matter what, you should have a couple of bites” 
Ellen Ron’s smile was bitter, he poured himself a drink and was about to give 
it to Jasmine Tong when she arrived, Jasmine Tong directly covered her cup. 

“I don’t drink anymore.”She’s still in the breastfeeding stage, so of course she 
can’t drink. 

“Then I’ll drink it myself.” 

The waiter served the food very quickly and soon the table was full. 



Jasmine Tong only swept a glance at the table, all the dishes she used to love 
to eat were on the table. 

“I remember you used to love these, I don’t know if the taste has changed.” 

Ellen Ron said as he drank to himself. 

“Tastes haven’t changed much, but hearts have changed and people have 
changed.” 

Ellen Ron smiled bitterly. 

“Jasmine, how have you been” Ellen Ron’s deep sunken eyes were flowing 
with warm love. 

“Thanks to you, I’m having a good time.” 

“Why don’t you ask if I’m having a good time” Ellen Ron laughed as soon as 
he lowered his head, “Maybe you don’t care anymore, if I’m having a good 
time or not.” 

Seeing Ellen Ron like this, Jasmine Tong’s heart was still a little sour. 

“What happened to you?” 

“Jasmine, you finally care about me.”Ellen Ron took another drink from his 
glass, “I’m having an unhappy, unhappy, bad day.” 

Jasmine Tong could also see that it was just that every time they were a 
couple together, they looked like they were all happy and loving and envious 
of each other. 

“You must be surprised that last week’s news also said that Rameen Tong 
and I are spreading dog food again, and this week I’m complaining to you that 
I’m not having a good time, and those are for others to see, having a good 
time or not, only my own heart knows.” 

“It’s all your own choice, no one else’s fault.” 

Jasmine Tong’s voice was still somewhat cold. 

“Yeah, I picked it, blame, only myself.” 



“But I’m grateful for the choices you made that made me who I am.” 

Ellen Ron raised his head to look at Jasmine Tong, “Jasmine, do you have to 
throw another handful of salt on my wounds? For the sake of me helping you, 
can you comfort me” 

Jasmine Tong had always been a person who held grudges, and seeing Ellen 
Ron like this, she didn’t want to say anything excessive. 

“Didn’t you and Rameen Tong have a bad life? Didn’t you say you loved her 
very much? She should have loved you too, after all, she was willing to do 
anything to get you in the first place.” 

“Would you believe me if I told you that I was with her in the first place to be 
angry with you?” 

Ellen Ron stared at Jasmine Tong with a very sincere gaze. 

But Jasmine Tong snickered and turned her head to the side. 

“Jasmine, I know it’s too late for me to regret this, but I don’t want to lie to you 
or myself anymore, I didn’t want to be with her in the first place, I’m just so 
angry at you for not wanting to sleep with me for all the time we’ve been 
together and for never wanting to climb on me or depend on me or say sweet 
things to me.” 

Ellen Ron finally said what was in his heart, in fact, he had never forgotten 
Jasmine Tong, he just wanted a little bit of extraordinary tactics to make 
Jasmine Tong give in. 

Only later the plot didn’t go in the direction he set it in at all. 

“Even you yourself have said that I won’t cling to you, depend on you, or say 
anything sweet to you, but it’s because I don’t love you.” 

Since Ellen Ron was willing to bare his heart, then Jasmine Tong was no 
longer willing to cover it up. 

“I thought I loved you, but it wasn’t until I left you that I realized I never loved 
you, and that being with you was merely fulfilling a duty.” 

“No you lied to me, you love me.” 



Chapter 521 

Ellen Ron roared with a drunken rage, unaware that he had already drunk a 
lot. 

“There’s no point in dwelling on this issue.” 

“We’ve been together for six years and you tell me that you’ve never loved 
me, and there’s no point in dwelling on that?” 

Ellen Ron stared at Jasmine Tong with a pair of red eyes. 

“Well, now that we’ve got that out of the way, I might as well say a few more 
words about the situation I was in in the Tong family, I’m sure you understand 
that with you it was a last resort, I had to plan for the future for me and my 
brother, just to make things better for the two of us.” 

About those things in the past, Jasmine Tong obviously didn’t want to talk 
about it anymore, and every time it was brought up it was a cone of pain. 

“Whether you call me greedy for your money or greedy for your family, I don’t 
care, it’s been so long ago, I really don’t want to talk about it anymore, 
whether you think I loved you or not, in short, we’re no longer possible.” 

Hearing Jasmine Tong’s words, it was as if Ellen Ron heard the sound of a 
broken heart. 

He reached over to try to grab Jasmine Tong’s hand, but Jasmine Tong just 
dodged it, and he awkwardly took his own hand back. 

“Jasmine, don’t do this to me, it’s cruel of you to do this to me.” 

“Aren’t you cruel to me? Come to your senses, Ellen Ron, you don’t love me 
at all.” 

“It’s not that, I love you, I’ve always loved you and you’re the only one I’ve 
ever loved.” 

Jasmine Tong couldn’t help but laugh mockingly. 

“You say you love me, you know I want to be in the entertainment industry, 
but you won’t let me do a single movie, even though I’ve already been 
approached and you want me to eat out the door.You say you love me, but I 



don’t even have the right to make friends, but I’m in your house and I’m living 
like a servant.” 

That’s what he called love. 

“I was wrong, Jasmine, I didn’t let you do the film because I didn’t want you to 
enter the big dye bowl of the entertainment industry, I would have let you 
make friends, that’s because I was afraid you would be taken away from me.I 
really know wrong, give me a chance OK you want to do what you want to do, 
you come to the art new international, I will hold you, I will give you all the 
good resources.” 

Jasmine Tong lowered her head to her lips with an indifferent smile. 

She had never thought that one day Ellen Ron would beg her to get back 
together. 

“We can’t go back anymore.” 

“We’ll go back as long as you want, as long as I want.” 

Jasmine Tong stood up and picked up a cup of milk tea from the table. 

She still remembered this milk tea, when she and Ellen Ron came to this 
store, she liked this milk tea very much. 

“I remember how much you liked the milkshake.” 

Jasmine Tong picked it up and spilled it directly towards the floor. 

Ellen Ron was dumbfounded. 

“But I don’t like milk tea anymore, I like herbal tea, or plain water.And our 
relationship is like this cup of milk tea that has stepped on the floor and it’s 
never going back into the cup.” 

Jasmine Tong walked straight towards the door after saying these words. 

Ellen Ron looked at the cup of milk tea that was spilled on the floor and 
became a little emotional, he immediately stood up to block Jasmine Tong’s 
path. 

“Jasmine, give me a chance, let’s get back together, okay?” 



“Don’t you understand what I’m saying?” 

“I don’t understand Jasmine, the two of us are in this mess today, don’t you 
have any responsibility for what happened when I wanted to sleep with you, 
why didn’t you agree, we’ve been together for so many years, so what if you 
give me your body” 

“You’ve had too much to drink “Jasmine Tong no longer wanted to tangle with 
Ellen Ron, she wanted to walk around him, but he continued to block her way. 

“You’re to blame for this if we had sex in the first place, how could I have 
touched Rameen Tong” 

“Ellen Ron, don’t you think it’s ridiculous that you’re saying this because I 
forced you to get into another woman’s bed and get out of the way” 

Jasmine Tong turned her head to the side with an icy face. 

“If you had let me touch you, would I have touched another woman? I want 
you today and we must start over.” 

Ellen Ron grabbed Jasmine Tong’s shoulders and leaned in to Jasmine 
Tong’s mouth, wanting to k!ss her. 

Jasmine Tong dodged subconsciously. 

“You’re crazy you,” 

“I’m just crazy, I have to have you today.” 

Ellen Ron was really drunk, and she held onto Jasmine Tong with a death grip 
and didn’t let go, even leaning Jasmine Tong against the wall. 

“Ah,” 

Jasmine Tong didn’t dare to shout for help, she was a public figure, the night 
with an already married Ellen Ron, it would have been intriguing, if she 
shouted for help and more people knew, the consequences would be 
unthinkable! 

What’s more, Ellen Ron is also Rameen Tong’s husband. 

“Ellen Ron, you’ve had too much to drink, if you do that, I’ll hate you.” 



“If you want to hate, go ahead and hate.” Ellen Ron didn’t eat that at all. 

“Let go of me” Jasmine Tong tried to struggle, but how could she be a match 
for a drunken man? 

We must call for help. 

Just as Jasmine Tong was about to shout, she suddenly heard a bang and the 
door of the private room was knocked open. 

Suddenly someone rushed over and grabbed Ellen Ron by the collar and 
threw him to the side. 

Before Ellen Ron could react, raining fists were already crackling down on his 
body. 

Jasmine Tong was in shock, and when she reacted, she realized that the 
person who rushed in was none other than Albert Ou. 

What’s he doing here? 

Albert Ou gripped Ellen Ron like he was crazy, fist to fist. 

“Don’t you dare touch my woman, you don’t want to f*cking die.” 

Ellen Ron was completely incapable of fighting back, and soon his face was 
covered in blood, beaching the ground motionless. 

But Albert Ou still didn’t stop. 

“That’s enough, that’s enough, stop fighting” Jasmine Tong immediately pulled 
Albert Ou. 

If this continues, I’m afraid someone is going to die. 

“Why do you still feel sorry for the man?” 

“What do I feel sorry for him for, beating a man to death is payback.” 

Jasmine Tong gripped Albert Ou’s clothes tightly. 

Albert Ou slanted a glance at Jasmine Tong, looked at Ellen Ron who was 
dying on the ground, kicked him hard, and turned around to leave. 



Jasmine Tong immediately put on her sunglasses and told the service staff in 
passing on her way out that although she hated Ellen Ron, she wasn’t going 
to kill him. 

Once that was done, she hurried to keep up with Albert Ou, and the car pulled 
up in front of the restaurant. 

Albert Ou sat in the car, even if it was pitch black, Jasmine Tong could feel 
that his face must have looked terrible. 

The darkened carriage was filled with an air of violence. 

Jasmine Tong didn’t even dare to take a breath. 
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Chapter 522 

With a temper like Albert Ou’s, he was definitely angry this time, and very, 
very angry. 

In normal times, it would have probably already started throwing a fit. 

But now that they’ve been together for so long, Albert Ou probably wouldn’t 
dare to take it out on her. 

“When did you get here?” 

Jasmine Tong tried to ease this atmosphere, the oppressive atmosphere was 
about to make her gasp. 

Albert Ou didn’t say anything, and Jasmine Tong’s two bodyguards were 
sitting in the front row, so Jasmine Tong probably understood. 

In the darkness, Jasmine Tong saw the cold light of Albert Ou’s eyes, as if he 
wanted to swallow someone up. 

“Are we going home? just right, I’m late for my play tomorrow morning.” 



Albert Ou remained silent, responding to Jasmine Tong with silence. 

Always a person talking to himself, Jasmine Tong’s heart is also strange 
unhappy. 

“Have you been busy lately” Jasmine Tong still tried to break this situation 
between the two men. 

Albert Ou remained silent. 

“Hey will you say something? If so I’ll get off.” 

Jasmine Tong was on the verge of breaking down, she would rather the two of 
them have a big fight than to be awkward like this all the time. 

“I was wrong I should have never listened to you I should have set this thing 
right and saved that man the embarrassment.” 

Albert Ou’s grumpy voice echoed throughout the car. 

Jasmine Tong was completely stunned, she thought Ou Ze wild was angry 
that she and Ellen Ron secretly went out for dinner and almost molested 
herself because Ellen Ron drank too much wine. 

I didn’t realize he was mad at himself. 

“I’ll never listen to you again you’re my woman and your patron can only be 
me.” 

This other kind of tantrum from Albert Ou made Jasmine Tong laugh and cry. 

“Honey, I’m not blaming you.” 

“But I blame myself if I’d helped you set this thing right from the start, it 
wouldn’t have been that kid’s turn to help you and you wouldn’t have gone out 
to dinner with him or thought he’d had too much to drink and almost” 

Albert Ou suddenly turned his head a pair of eyes staring straight at Jasmine 
Tong. 

“Did he touch you? Did he k!ss you? Did he touch anything?” 



Jasmine Tong blushed, she even heard the person in front of her laughing 
secretly. 

“No, no, none of that.” 

“But he kept grabbing you and trying to molest you, I saw it all.” 

“When I get back I’m going to take a shower and wash myself all over, and 
then I’m not going to wear this outfit, okay?” 

Jasmine Tong knew Albert Ou too well, the man was jealous again. 

Albert Ou turned his head back without speaking. 

When the two of them returned home, the first thing Jasmine Tong did was to 
get into the bathroom, wash herself all over, and then order someone to throw 
away all the clothes she had changed. 

She didn’t want to leave any not-so-good memories for Albert Ou. 

When Jasmine Tong was done with all of this, Albert Ou was still sitting on the 
bed sulking. 

“Alright, just don’t get mad.” 

“What was that guy thinking with me? I was hoping to help you find a 
respected person to sign an agreement by surprise, but I didn’t find one too 
suitable.” 

Albert Ou’s voice weakened noticeably at the last sentence. 

He’s a very arrogant man, how can he allow another man to get ahead of 
him? 

“It’s all over.” 

“I can’t believe you agreed to have dinner alone with him, what do you want 
without a bodyguard.” 

All that said, it was still minding that he was eating alone with her. 

“People helped me after all, I just went over there to say thank you to him, 
how was I supposed to know he still thought about me.” 



“What other thoughts does he have about you?” 

“It’s trying to get back together with me, but I’ve already rejected him hard, 
and I told him it’s never going to work out with him.”Jasmine Tong was 
absolutely determined. 

“He still wants to get back together with you, you two eat and talk about 
getting back together Jasmine Tong, what do you really want?” 

Jasmine Tong found that she was really getting ahead of herself, and she 
threw herself into Albert Ou’s arms at once. 

“What can I want yet to have a good time with you and the baby, you just don’t 
want to think about it much ok it’s hard to go home for a trip, and you don’t 
need to get up early tomorrow, don’t you want to make out?” 

Albert Ou’s Adam’s apple rolled up and down a bit, the temptation to do this 
was too great for him. 

Jasmine Tong went off to film and came back so infrequently, and with a baby 
at home, the number of times the two of them made out was really more than 
could be counted on one hand. 

“We’ll discuss this tomorrow, business as usual.” 

Jasmine Tong puffed out a laugh, knowing that it would work for him. 

It’s business. 

Jasmine Tong was pleased, as long as Albert Ou-go eats this, he’ll be sure to 
forget all about it tomorrow. 

Albert Ou put Jasmine Tong on the bed, having long since been unable to 
hold back the flood of power in his body. 

The thought of Ellen Ron trying to molest his woman made this fire of his go 
up. 

Jasmine Tong saw how impatient Albert Ou was and remembered that day, 
Albert Ou also wanted her again and again. 

I’m sure this man knew before that the person helping her was Ellen Ron, and 
the reason he didn’t say anything was because he was afraid he would know. 



Albert Ou k!ssed Jasmine Tong’s lips all the way down. 

“Knock-knock,” 

“Sir, the baby has been crying non-stop, I don’t know what’s going on” came 
the maid’s voice from the door. 

Both of them were shocked, Albert Ou’s face was not to mention how ugly he 
looked, he hated to be disturbed at this time of the day! 

“I’m going to check it out and be right back.”Jasmine Tong hurriedly tidied up 
her clothes and ran out. 

“So the wife is back.” 

“Why do you keep crying?” 

When Jasmine Tong brought the baby over, the baby immediately stopped 
crying. 

“Eighty percent of him misses his mommy, and you’ll stop crying in no time.” 

Tonto nursed the baby, put him to bed, and went back into the bedroom. 

Albert Ou is lying on the bed with a gloomy face. 

“The baby’s fine, he’s just so naughty.” 

Jasmine Tong got back on the bed, and Albert Ou pressed her directly 
underneath her regardless. 

It was a bit of a nuisance to be interrupted, but the only way was to continue. 

There was another rush of footsteps. 

“Madam, Madam, the young master has woken up again and won’t stop 
crying, please come and take a look.” 

“How do you do your job? You can’t even watch a kid.” 

Without waiting for Jasmine Tong to open her mouth, Albert Ou roared 
towards the door. 



The maid, presumably frightened, hurriedly left with the baby in her arms. 

“It’s okay, he’s just so naughty, I guess he’ll fall asleep after a little naughty.” 

Jasmine Tong’s words were like a comfort to Albert Ou, more like a comfort to 
herself. 
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Albert Ou was now irritable himself, and Jasmine Tong didn’t want to anger 
him again. 

The two men continued, but it was clear that Jasmine Tong was a bit out of it. 

In the end, I’m still worried about my son’s. 

Albert Ou had already undressed Jasmine Tong, but finally stopped in 
frustration 

“Never mind, you go see your son.” 

Jasmine Tong’s thoughts were all seen through by Albert Ou. 

“It’s okay, my son is just being naughty.” 

“That’s all you can say. You’re lying here like a dead fish. I don’t have 
anything left to think about. Go on.” 

Albert Ou turned around with a flip of his head. 

“Then I’ll go and see him, just one glance and I’ll be back, don’t worry, I’ll be 
back in ten minutes.” 

Jasmine Tong got out of bed in a hurry after that, put on a dress and hurried 
to the baby’s room. 

“Ma’am, the young master probably just knows you’re back, so he keeps 
making a scene.” 

“I’ll coax him.” 

Jasmine Tong brought her son over to her and the baby immediately laughed 
in her arms. 



“You’re still laughing, brat, but if you annoy your dadby later, see if he doesn’t 
beat you up.” 

The little baby laughed even more. 

“Well, it’s late, it’s time for bedtime sleep, be good, and Mommy’s tired.” 

Tonto hummed a lullaby, and the little baby was asleep in no time. 

This time when he was asleep, Jasmine Tong left. 

When Jasmine Tong returned to the bedroom once more, Albert Ou was 
already asleep. 

I don’t know if I’m really asleep, or if I’m pretending to be. 

Jasmine Tong silently sighed and snuggled up to Albert Ou’s side. 

On the other hand, Ellen Ron was sent to the hospital by the restaurant to 
have his wounds bandaged. 

He’d sobered up a bit, and Albert Ou had punched him too fast, and before he 
knew it, he couldn’t see clearly out of this eye, plus he’d been drinking again, 
not to mention how he’d taken the beating. 

Ellen Ron was sent home, at that time Rameen Tong was already asleep, and 
when she felt someone open the door, she immediately got up and was 
shocked when she saw Ellen Ron with gauze wrapped around his head and 
his eyes were beaten into panda eyes. 

“Brother Ellen, what’s wrong with you this is a beating by someone” 

Rameen Tong smelled the smell of alcohol coming from Ellen Ron’s body. 

“I’m not drunk.” 

Ellen Ron stumbled and almost fell over, Rameen Tong held him in time. 

“Brother Ellen, you’ve had too much to drink, hurry back to sleep.” 

Rameen Tong helped Ellen Ron into the bedroom and gave him his shoes 
and undressed him. 



Ellen Ron rolled over and pressed Rameen Tong underneath him, “I want you, 
I want you now.” 

“Brother Ellen, you’ve had too much to drink already.” 

“I’m not drunk, I just want you” Ellen Ron frantically tore at Rameen Tong’s 
clothes. 

Of course Rameen Tong wouldn’t say no, they both had little time to go home 
and even less time to have sex. 

Moreover, Lin Qingfeng’s side has been pushing them to have children. 

Rameen Tong couldn’t remember when Ellen Ron had wanted her so 
desperately. 

This time, Ellen Ron wanted it very badly, and despite the pain in his body, 
Rameen Tong was syrupy. 

“Brother Ellen, I love you so much, I love you so much.” 

Rameen Tong hugged Ellen Ron tightly, and only at this moment did she feel 
that he still loved her. 

But in the next second Rameen Tong’s smile froze on her face. 

“Jasmine, I want you. Let’s start over, okay?” 

Rameen Tong fiercely opened her eyes and tried to push Ellen Ron away. 

But Ellen Ron was so strong that she couldn’t push it no matter how hard she 
tried. 

“I’m not Jasmine Tong, I’m Rameen Tong, look carefully, I’m your wife 
Rameen Tong.” 

Rameen Tong endured the pain in her body and roared towards Ellen Ron. 

“Jasmine, I’ve always loved you, I love you, don’t ever leave me again, don’t 
ever leave me” 

“No, I’m Jasmine Tong I’m Rameen Tong I’m Rameen Tong ah” 



Rameen Tong shook her head weakly, tears secretly flowing out from the 
corners of her eyes. 

The ordeal finally stopped, and Ellen Ron fell asleep after venturing 
backwards. 

Rameen Tong lay on her side on the bed, tears already wetting the pillow. 

Why would God be so cruel to her? 

She’s Rameen Tong, not Tong Siu Man. 

She was underneath her own man, but she was listening to him call out 
another woman’s name. 

She has given so much already, why is she still not getting his heart? 

It was a pity that the drunken Ellen Ron couldn’t hear her cries. 

The next morning, Ellen Ron woke up with a headache, Rameen Tong as if 
nothing had happened, and prepared breakfast for him. 

“Brother Ellen, what happened last night how did you get hurt” 

“Nothing, just a fight with someone.” 

“Who’s so blind that he dares to fight you?” 

“I’ve told you nothing.”Ellen Ron finished his breakfast with a black face, “I’m 
going to the office.” 

“Slow down on the road, and eat lightly for a few days so as not to catch fire, 
which is not good for recovery.” 

“Got it.” 

After Ellen Ron left, Rameen Tong sat on a chair as if her soul had been 
sucked out of her. 

She knew she couldn’t make a scene and had to pretend nothing had 
happened. 



Her phone rang several times and she picked it up and looked at it, her eyes 
turning fierce. 

After knowing that Ellen Ron had helped Jasmine Tong, Rameen Tong had 
sent someone to keep an eye on Ellen Ron. 

This is a photo of Ellen Ron and Jasmine Tong meeting last night. 

They even met secretly. 

“Good you Jasmine Tong for even hitting on my husband when I didn’t even 
know it.” 

She’s been too busy lately, but she didn’t realize that Jasmine Tong had 
already taken advantage of the weakness and hooked up with Ellen Ron 
again! 

She would never allow that to happen. 

Rameen Tong immediately made a phone call. 

“You can pay whatever you want, I just want Jasmine Tong to die and not 
miss again like last time or I won’t give you a penny” 

Her voice was hoarse. 

She absolutely would not allow Jasmine Tong to continue living, absolutely 
would not allow Jasmine Tong to destroy her family 

Jasmine Tong is going to continue to return to Yancheng to film, although 
Albert Ou’s heart is not happy, but she really can’t think of any way to cheer 
him up. 

And had to cool off for a while. 

Already the smell of spring is starting to creep in, everything is coming back to 
life and everything looks full of life. 

There was a murderous aura about this night. 

Jasmine Tong didn’t call it a night until 8 p.m., because a scene never got 
through and dragged on. 



“Mandy, do you need us to take you back to your hotel? It’s getting late.” 

“No, I’ll be fine on my own, you guys don’t know what time you can go back 
once you’re all packed.” 

Jasmine Tong decided to leave alone, but her eyelids kept jumping and she 
had to stop and rub her eyes. 

You don’t think something’s going to happen? 
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There is still some distance between the hotel and the film set, a distance that 
is not too far or too close. 

The actors want, after a long day of shooting, a good rest, so they usually 
choose those hotels behind the set, which are quieter and have no other 
stores. 

Jasmine Tong also chose such a hotel. 

Just as she was about to return to the hotel, it suddenly felt like a few gusts of 
wind were blowing around her. 

In another blink, several shadows had appeared in front of her. 

Jasmine Tong carefully observed that there were about five people, all with 
their faces covered, and they looked like professional experts. 

“What do you guys want with me? “Jasmine Tong wasn’t afraid in the least. 

“This woman has guts, if it were anyone else, she would have cried out in fear 
We certainly have business looking for you, to take your life.” 

“How much did she pay you to do this murderous deed.” 

“Cut the crap, boys.” 

The man at the head of the group made a gesture, they had been around long 
enough to know that they didn’t need to talk to the woman. 

Jasmine Tong didn’t run or move, just stood so quietly. 



Before the men could get near her, another group of men had rushed out and 
fought them. 

The other side was also shocked, and the two groups began to fight fire as 
they watched. 

After Jasmine Tong and Ellen Ron secretly met, Albert Ou gave Jasmine 
Tong additional manpower, where the general public could get close to her. 

Soon, the five men saw that they couldn’t be defeated and fled in a flash. 

“No need to chase, come back.” 

These bodyguards were about to chase after him when they heard Jasmine 
Tong say that there was no need to chase after them and immediately came 
back. 

The person who headed it was Xu Fang, “Madam, is there really no need to 
chase after him?” 

“No, just let them be.” 

“Should we tell Mr. Ou to investigate what the gang is all about?” 

But Jasmine Tong was silent. 

No need to think about it to know that these people must be the people 
Rameen Tong bribed. 

These people don’t even have any cover, they just do it on this side of the set, 
and it seems Rameen Tong is also a dog desperate for his own death. 

She’s doing it again. 

Jasmine Tong never imagined that Rameen Tong would want to kill herself 
like this. 

If she told Albert Ou about this, then Albert Ou would definitely investigate 
thoroughly and would never let up, but if she didn’t, I’m afraid that this would 
continue to come. 

“Tell Ou to go ahead and investigate where the gang she hired is from, it’s 
supposed to be with the people who attacked me last time.” 



“Yes.” 

“Remember to remind Ou not to do anything rash yet.” 

“Okay, I’ll talk.” 

Jasmine Tong knew she wouldn’t be holding back any more favors, and if she 
did, it would be against herself. 

Rameen Tong soon learned that her plan had failed. 

Today is the day she officially enters the crew to start filming, this movie is 
very important to her and the company had a hard time signing her up for a 
big production, big director and big investment. 

She also wants to rely on the film to win another posthumous trophy, which 
would put her on an even footing with Jasmine Tong. 

But just as I was getting ready to take the bus to the set, I got the bad news. 

“What a bunch of losers you guys are for screwing things up again.” 

“We’re really not to blame for this incident, originally, we had already deployed 
extra manpower and thought that five people should be enough to deal with 
one woman, but who knew that woman had bodyguards, and more than one.” 

“She even has bodyguards.” 

This was very surprising to Rameen Tong, who knew exactly what Jasmine 
Tong’s condition was. 

Jasmine Tong’s previous films are relatively low pay, the endorsements she 
received did not make much money, in order to open a clothing studio, and 
even smashed all her possessions. 

Now that she’s just made her comeback, she’s also reportedly invested all her 
money in the post-Christian legend, so how could she possibly have the 
money to hire herself a bodyguard? 

“Miss Tong, we’ve missed a few times, which means this woman has a 
background and backing, so why don’t you investigate first.” 

The other party hung up the phone immediately. 



“How is it possible that she has a background and backing?” 

Rameen Tong slapped the table and sat in his chair thoughtfully. 

During the time Jasmine Tong disappeared, she had gone to great lengths to 
investigate and ended up not investigating any rich merchants at all, so she 
concluded that Jasmine Tong had no backer. 

But where did she get the money for her bodyguard? 

“Miss Rameen, Manager Zhang from the company’s legal department is 
looking for you.”Wong Can warned. 

“I’m about to leave for a shoot, what’s he doing here at this hour” 

“Maybe it’s something important, I see Manager Zhang seems quite anxious.” 

“Tell him to hurry in and leave as soon as he’s done.” 

Rameen Tong was distraught now, but not in the mood to receive anyone. 

Manager Zhang from the international legal department of Artsin International 
walked in hurriedly. 

“Ma’am, I have something urgent to tell you.” 

“Tell me what’s the matter, I’m busy with a movie.” 

Manager Zhang looked at Huang Can, Rameen Tong immediately understood 
and waved towards Huang Can, who immediately walked out. 

“What’s going on? What’s going on?” 

“The president approached me two days ago and asked me for advice about 
the distribution of divorce assets.” 

Rameen Tong immediately felt like her whole body stiffened when she heard 
this. 

Does that mean Ellen Ron is planning to divorce himself? 

“Madam, you have been kind to me, so I am reporting this to you in time, and I 
also hope you will make plans sooner rather than later.” 



This Manager Zhang is one of Rameen Tong’s subordinates. After Rameen 
Tong entered Eixin International, he bought a lot of people’s hearts. 

“What else did he say?” 

“Didn’t say much, just asked me how property is usually divided if there is a 
divorce in a situation like yours and hers, and didn’t say much else, and 
warned me to keep my mouth shut.” 

Rameen Tong tried to restrain her emotions, “Okay, I know, don’t tell anyone 
about this.” 

“I won’t tell anyone, but, ma’am, you should plan ahead.This is a very bad 
situation for you right now, and I’m afraid that if you do divorce, you won’t get 
anything.” 

“I understand, you get out.” 

Manager Zhang left again in a hurry. 

The first thing that happened was that she thought Ellen Ron and Jasmine 
Tong had just broken up, but she didn’t expect him to have plans for divorce. 

She’d never allow that to happen. She’d lose everything in a divorce. 

Huang Can walked in, “Manager Zhang is in a hurry, what is this about?” 

Rameen Tong was suddenly nauseous and hurried to the bathroom. 

“Huang Chan, what you prepared for me this morning has been disgusting” 
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Where did Huang Can dare to slow down and hurriedly ran into the bathroom. 

Rameen Tong is vomiting in front of the toilet. 

“Miss Rameen, are you okay?” 



“What did you feed me for breakfast that’s making me nauseous right now?” 

Rameen Tong had finally slowed down a bit. 

Huang Can immediately ran out and brought in a glass of water. 

“Rameen sister, we also ate this ah yesterday, yesterday was fine, how come 
today is biased” 

“You ask me, I’ll ask who” Rameen Tong was already angry, and caught up 
with eating dirty food, so naturally her speech was not good. 

“Miss Rameen, you’re not pregnant, are you?” 

“Don’t be ridiculous.” 

“But Rameen-san you’ve been married for over a year, so it’s normal even if 
you’re pregnant.” 

Rameen Tong seemed to have remembered something and hurriedly picked 
up her phone, she looked at the date, her period was already more than ten 
days late. 

She’s also been really uncomfortable for the past two days. 

“Miss Rameen, why don’t you go check it out?” 

Rameen Tong was trying to think, “Call Jin Wei right now and tell her to come 
over.” 

Jin Wei soon arrived, and after the two of them had a discussion, Rameen 
Tong went straight to the hospital. 

The doctor’s diagnosis was that Rameen Tong was really pregnant. 

With a lab test in hand, Rameen Tong’s smile blossomed. 

“God, you’re so good to me.” 

With this child, all problems are solved. 

In the afternoon, a shocking news to the entertainment industry came out 
again. 



Rameen Tong is pregnant. 

The news came from the paparazzi, who followed Rameen, who went into the 
maternity hospital for a check-up. 

The paparazzi then questioned doctors at the maternity hospital and 
confirmed Rameen Tong’s pregnancy. 

Then, Rameen Tong’s agent Jin Wei also immediately reported the good 
news in Weibo. 

After the meeting, many people came over to say congratulations to him, 
making Ellen Ron confused. 

“What are you all congratulating.” 

“President, don’t you know that your wife is pregnant?” 

“What did you say” Ellen Ron was undoubtedly shocked 

“You’re going to be a father. It’s all over the news.” 

Ellen Ron quickly left, picking up his phone to make a call as he went. 

Before his call went out, Lin Qingfeng’s call came in. 

“Ellen, why don’t you hurry back, your wife is pregnant and you’re going to be 
a father.” 

After hanging up the phone, Ellen Ron rushed to the parking lot, driving back 
to the Diamond Mountain Villa side. 

Upon entering, I saw Rameen Tong and Lin Qingfeng sitting on the sofa, the 
in-laws and daughters-in-law were rarely in such harmony. 

“Mom, you were just on the phone.” 

“Hey, geez, look at my Ellen, knowing that he’s going to be a father, this gives 
him excitement ah” Lin Qingfeng did not forget to poke fun at Ellen Ron. 

Rameen Tong hung her head and smiled shyly, she knew that Ellen Ron was 
not excited, but shocked. 



“Ellen, you’re all going to be fathers, you have to act more steadily.” 

“It’s true,” 

“Of course it’s true,” 

Rameen Tong gave Ellen Ron the lab report, “I only found out about it this 
morning when I went to the hospital.” 

When Ellen Ron looked at the lab test that showed five weeks of pregnancy, 
he was finally sure that Rameen Tong was pregnant with his child. 

The gods are too good at joking she has planned to divorce Rameen Tong 
and get Jasmine Tong back again, but at this time it so happens that Rameen 
Tong is pregnant. 

“Meng Meng ah, surprisingly pregnant, then stop all the work in your hands, 
rest assured at home to raise the baby, then give birth to the child and stay at 
home to teach each other, this is what a woman should do, what kind of 
woman is always out in the open to show her face.” 

After Lin Qingfeng rejoiced, he was counted out again. 

Rameen Tong’s heart was naturally unhappy, and only at this time did she 
realize that the arrival of this child had both pros and cons. 

If she really leaves the entertainment industry, how can she compete with 
Jasmine Tong? 

“Mom, I’ll talk to the company about it, and don’t worry, I’ll put the baby in my 
belly first, too.” 

At this time Rameen Tong can only respond to this matter first. 

“Okay, you two go back to your rooms and rest, you need to talk about what to 
do in the future.” 

The two of them went back into the bedroom together. 

“Brother Ellen, I know this news is too sudden, in fact, I planned to give you a 
surprise, who knew that the paparazzi had been watching me for the past two 
days, they found out that I went to the gynecological hospital and immediately 
broke the news, I’m really sorry ah.” 



Ellen Ron looked at Rameen Tong, she was still this gentle and sensible girl, 
although she was also aware that Rameen Tong was the cause of several 
scandals in Jasmine Tong’s life. 

But that’s how it’s always been in the entertainment industry, and it’s no big 
deal. 

Rameen Tong was impeccable to herself, and to her family. 

Now, she is pregnant with her own child. 

“Are you sure you want to have this baby?” 

“Of course we’re going to have it, it’s our child, our flesh and blood, Brother 
Ellen, as you can see, Mom’s been waiting for us to have a baby and you 
don’t want it” 

Rameen Tong looked at Ellen Ron with tears in her eyes. 

“No, I was afraid you wouldn’t want to have it.”There was nothing that Ellen 
Ron could do, and he still compromised. 

“Oh, that’s a relief, I thought you didn’t want to be a father, the baby is both of 
ours and of course I’m going to fight for your opinion.” 

“In that case, listen to Mom, leave the entertainment industry for a while, and 
get well.” 

“Well, I hear you.” 

Rameen Tong gently leaned on that Ellen Ron’s bosom. 

“Brother Ellen, do you want a boy or a girl?” 

Ellen Ron’s thoughts were suddenly pulled back several years ago, and he 
remembered when he and Jasmine Tong had discussed this issue together. 

“Brother Ellen, what’s wrong with you?” 

“It’s nothing, it’s a man or a woman, we own it anyway, why don’t you take a 
break here, I’m going back to the office.” 



Ellen Ron didn’t stay with Rameen Tong for a moment longer and left the 
house. 

This heart that Rameen had dreamed of finally fell, and she could sense that 
Ellen Ron wasn’t much happier. 

But she also knew that Ellen Ron would never mention the divorce again, and 
even if he wanted to, Lin Qingfeng would never agree to it. 

The only question she needed to face next was how else was she going to 
compete with Jasmine Tong after she left the entertainment industry. 

Jin Wei’s side was quick to announce that Rameen Tong was pregnant and 
was going to say goodbye to the entertainment industry for a while, and her 
upcoming film had to apologize to the cast. 

Naturally, Jasmine Tong also saw this news. 

Knowing that Rameen Tong was pregnant, Jasmine Tong was also in a bit of 
a trance, as she went home after finishing work early. 

A few days ago, Jasmine Tong and Albert Ou were still irritated because of 
Ellen Ron’s matter, and the purpose of Jasmine Tong’s return this time was 
also to coax Albert Ou. 

Chapter 526 

By the time Jasmine Tong came home, Albert Ou was already in the study. 

After she saw the baby, she made a little dessert and brought it to Albert Ou. 

“Honey, you’re not still mad at me, are you?” 

Jasmine Tong arrived in front of Albert Ou with a flattering face with dessert. 

“I’m still investigating what you asked me to investigate, and I haven’t got a 
result yet.” 

As soon as Albert Ou opens his mouth it’s time to get down to business. 

Jasmine Tong trailed off, “You don’t think that I came home after all this 
trouble just to ask you about this, do you.” 



“Of course not, you still have to see your son.” 

Anyway, she never came back for herself. 

“What do you mean my son, it’s both of our sons, look what you made for you, 
eat.” 

Jasmine Tong placed the mango pudding in front of Albert Ou. 

“Seeing that I’ve come back from a long trip and am tightly occupied with 
making you dessert, don’t be mad at me, okay?” 

Albert Ou brought the included patch over and scooped a spoonful into his 
mouth. 

“I’m not angry, am I that petty?” 

All the while, eating with relish. 

Jasmine Tong couldn’t help but roll her eyes, and didn’t know who it was, 
getting jealous like she wanted to kill someone 

“You said, and it’s strange, why Rameen Tong’s people can’t even find out 
about you.” 

Jasmine Tong was very puzzled, and reasonably speaking, Albert Ou should 
be able to investigate. 

“I haven’t got the full proof yet, but I’ve almost figured it out.” 

“Who is it?” 

“Shisha Camp.” 

“Shisha Camp what’s that?” 

“It’s an organization that takes money from people to help them get rid of 
disasters, all the members of this organization are outlaws, specially trained 
and very good at it, they all have murder cases on them, once they are found 
out, either life imprisonment or death penalty, that’s why they dare to do this 
kind of business, the reason why they want to make money is for the sake of 
their families, but also for themselves to get away with it.” 



It dawned on Jasmine Tong, “No wonder.” 

“Their composition is very mobile, so it’s hard to find out, and I guess Rameen 
Tong gave them a lot of money, that’s why they keep working for her again 
and again.” 

Said Albert Ou already finished the mango pudding, “Just make this one and 
eat it all in two bites.” 

“So what are you going to do now?” 

“A pot of gold.” 

He would never allow such an organization to exist, originally it was not a 
threat to him at all, but if they threatened Jasmine Tong’s safety, it must not 
exist! 

“What about Rameen Tong what are you going to do about it” 

“The Shiksha camp won’t help her hide her crime, and when the time comes 
to get evidence from them, will Rameen Tong still be alive?” 

Jasmine Tong grabbed Albert Ou’s hand, “Let her live.” 

“Why are you softening up a bit again, if it wasn’t for her, you wouldn’t have 
nearly” 

The months that Jasmine Tong lay in her hospital bed were Albert Ou’s 
nightmare. 

If Jasmine Tong didn’t stop him, he would’ve had a way to chop Rameen 
Tong into pieces. 

“But she’s pregnant.” 

“So what,” 

“She’s guilty as hell, but the child in her womb is innocent, and we’re people 
with children, and we don’t want to be involved in any of our own sins, do 
we?” 

Albert Ou turned his head in contemplation. 



He has also changed a bit emotionally since having his son and is no longer 
as impersonal as he once was. 

“It’s a life after all, a life that is still somewhat involved with my life in a sense, 
let’s just leave her alone this time, maybe she’ll change when she has a baby 
in her belly.” 

Albert Ou smirked coldly and chuckled, “Do you think someone like her would 
change because of a life?” 

“Whether she’ll change or not, I’ll let her go for once, seeing as how she 
doesn’t value the child in her belly, and if she doesn’t value the child in her 
own belly, there’s no one else to blame.” 

“Forget it, just do what you want.” 

“Hehe, I knew my husband was the best” Jasmine Tong hugged Albert Ou. 

“When am I not good” Albert Ou grunted that one proudly. 

“Oh yeah, you, you’re just so busy all the time, you don’t know how to take 
care of your son, he’s poor enough without me as his mommy.” 

There was a subtle change in Albert Ou’s eyes, but he didn’t speak. 

Rameen Tong’s temporary farewell to the entertainment industry has received 
unanimous support from netizens. 

Many actresses have previously been pregnant and still save to attend 
various events, even some commercial events, which we all know is to keep 
the star hot. 

It’s unacceptable for the netizens to disregard the baby in their bellies in order 
to make money and keep themselves hot. 

Anyway, it was Rameen Tong who got unanimous support for this temporary 
farewell to the entertainment industry for the sake of the child in her belly. 

Rameen Tong also posted a message on Weibo, and her followers increased 
at once. 

Because of the effects of pregnancy vomiting, Rameen dreamed of returning 
to her mother’s house. 



This pregnancy is a beautiful one for Duthie. 

Simin Du dropped everything she was doing and took good care of Rameen 
Tong at home. 

“Meng Meng, you’re pregnant, now your position in the Ron family is secure, it 
would be even better if you could have a big fat kid” 

“Mom, what era is this? You still value boys over girls?” 

“Silly girl, a family like the Ron family naturally needs a son to inherit the 
family business, it doesn’t matter how many daughters you have, the most 
important thing is that you have to have a son, good thing you’re still young, 
this is the first child.” 

Rameen Tong didn’t want to discuss this mess with her own mother. 

She’s got a lot on her mind. 

“Mom, how’s Tong’s Liquor?” 

“It’s all good, the last performance suffered a bit, but it’s coming back soon, 
don’t worry.” 

The first thing you need to know is that you can’t be a part of the family, and 
that you can’t be a part of the family.You don’t know my mother-in-law.” 

“That’s true, but Montmorency, don’t worry, your mother’s family is your patron 
and you still have me and your father.” 

Duthie said, patting her chest. 

Rameen Tong suddenly had an idea. 

“Mom, why don’t I go work for the company and have my dad give me a 
position and more shares, then my in-laws won’t look down on me.” 

“That’s a good idea, talk to your dad about it later.” 

Rameen Tong finally knew how she was going to fight against Jasmine Tong. 

And Jasmine Tong is about to get busy again. 
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The movie that signed the deal with Master Xu is also going to start shooting. 

Originally, Tong did not want to take on other films during the filming of the 
post-Christian legend, as she was still breastfeeding after all, but, as things 
happened, she was confused and took on this film. 

What surprised Jasmine Tong was that the movie was Nirvana. 

In the first place, she was eager to make the film, but it was snatched up by 
Rameen Tong for various reasons. 

Rameen Tong made this movie out of it, and it was also very unsatisfying to 
everyone. 

She actually had plans to remake it, but because the post-Christian legend 
remake is also Rameen Tong’s. 

Now that the movie is also a remake, one can’t help but suspect that Rameen 
Tong is deliberately working against Rameen Tong. 

But there’s no way around it now, the agreement has been signed, so we 
have to scalp it. 

“Girl, do you have a problem with this movie” Master Xu was still affable and 
friendly. 

“No, it’s just that, Xu, you may be unaware that Rameen Tong has made this 
movie before, and this TV series I’m making now was also made by her 
before, I’m worried” 

Jasmine Tong suddenly smiled brightly again, “Don’t worry, Old Man Xu, you 
relieved me in the first place, and I signed the agreement, so I’ll definitely fulfill 
it.” 

Master Xu nodded, “I’ve seen that movie she made, it’s too fancy and 
unrealistic, and the plot part is too gorgeous, in the cheerleading circle which 
has so many miracles, it’s just a matter of how much sweat you put in and 
how many trophies you reap.” 



At first Rameen Tong did have the screenwriter change the script in order to 
accentuate herself. 

“Xu seems to know a lot about cheerleading.” 

“My little granddaughter is a cheerleader.”At this point Master Xu’s eyes 
suddenly became a little sad. 

Jasmine Tong had a vague feeling that there would be a story here. 

“Cheerleading is a lot hotter now than it was before, and it’s a good choice for 
little girls to cheer.” 

“My little granddaughter especially loved cheerleading, from her first class, but 
unfortunately she injured her leg in a car accident, fell disabled and could 
never dance again.” 

Jasmine Tong only felt the experience of déjà vu, when she was also injured 
due to a car accident, until now she can’t dance like before. 

“All of us in the family thought that if we couldn’t dance, we should just be able 
to walk normally, and no one thought that the shock to her would be so great 
that she would choose to commit suicide at her young age.” 

Hearing this, Jasmine Tong only felt even more shocked, the little girl must 
really like cheerleading. 

Master Xu couldn’t help but cry old tears. 

“So you decided to remake the film.” 

“Yes, I made this movie for her, and I hope she gets to see it in heaven.” 

“Xu Lao, don’t worry I’ll perform well, I was actually a cheerleader once, and I 
couldn’t continue dancing because of a car accident.” 

“Girl, you don’t want this thing to be too stressful either.I don’t want to put that 
emotion on anyone else, and I’ll feel guilty if it makes you feel pressured.” 

“Instead of being stressed, I feel motivated and more empathetic.” 

Master Xu cast an expectant glance at Jasmine Tong, “Then let’s work 
together.” 



Tong began the back-and-forth between the two sets and still had to be on 
time for milking every morning, but she didn’t have to work that hard since her 
little baby had started to take a little supplement. 

At the same time, Rameen Tong was officially appointed CEO of Tong Kee 
Wines. 

Marven Tong is the chairman of the board with 34 shares, while Rameen 
Tong is the president with 29 shares. 

But Lin Qingfeng was quite vocal about this matter. 

“Your mother’s family is also really, knowing that you’re pregnant and still 
letting you serve as some kind of CEO” Lin Qingfeng was naturally thinking of 
her grandchildren. 

“Mom, my appointment as president is nothing more than an idle position, it’s 
still actually my dad who is in charge, and my dad has transferred some of the 
shares he has to me to make me president, but he just wants me to make a 
stand in the company.” 

“Your father has given you shares again” Lin Qingfeng started to make a 
wishful little plan again. 

“Yes, my father saw that I was pregnant, not so much that the shares were for 
me, but for the baby in my belly, my brother never married, and the two old 
men in the family had been looking forward to having a grandson for a long 
time, and when he heard that I was pregnant, my father was so happy that he 
made a big stroke of the shares into my name.” 

Tong Kee Wines is not the same as it was back then, and their shares are 
worth a lot of money. 

Who doesn’t want more money than they have? 

The last time Eixin International suffered a crisis, it was Rameen Tong who 
asked her mother’s family to inject funds to help solve the problem. 

Now, Rameen holds so many shares, it also gives an additional layer of 
protection to Eason International. 



“This in-laws are really quick to do things but Meng Meng ah, I can remind 
you, the baby in the belly is important.You don’t want to get too busy.” 

Lin Qingfeng’s attitude towards Rameen Tong made another 180 degree turn. 

It was no surprise that Rameen Tong had already seen this face of hers. 

“Don’t worry, I’ll take care of it.” 

With this guarantee from Tong Ji Liquor, Rameen Tong can also raise her 
head high in the upper house. 

With so many more shares, she enjoys an additional share of the dividend, 
which will line her pockets, even though she doesn’t have the income from 
film endorsements and other income. 

In this way, she could also continue to deal with Jasmine Tong. 

When you’re busy, time always feels like it’s going by fast. 

It’s been over two months. 

Sparrow Nirvana has been killed, and so has the legend of Jeong Hou. 

Jasmine Tong was so relieved that she could finally take a break. 

She’s hardly been home for the past two months, and sometimes she can’t 
sleep in the middle of the night thinking about her baby. 

The good news is that communication is better now and she can video the 
baby. 

After shooting her last scene in Yancheng, Jasmine Tong didn’t even have a 
killing banquet and was ready to go home. 

It’s 8:00 p.m. after filming and everyone is urging her to go back in the 
morning, but she misses her baby so much she’s ready to leave right after 
filming. 

It’s a good idea to pack your bags and get ready to take the bus home. 

Just outside the hotel, a familiar figure stood there in the warm yellow 
streetlight. 



He was even more jaded than the last time I saw him, with deep sunken eye 
sockets that made him look much older. 

“Jasmine, can we talk for a second?” 

Because of what happened last time, Jasmine Tong didn’t want to have too 
many interactions with him. 

“If you have anything to say, say it here, I’m in a hurry to get home.” 

“I’ve been waiting here for you for five whole hours.” 

It’s already into summer, and it’s hot, but he’s been waiting here for five hours. 
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Jasmine Tong was still too soft-hearted and eventually chose to compromise. 

The two men sat down in a cafe near the hotel. 

“If you have something to say, say it quickly, I’m in a hurry.”Jasmine Tong’s 
attitude was ever so cold. 

“Sorry.” 

“There’s nothing to be sorry for.” 

“I wanted to divorce Rameen Tong, I wanted to be with you again, I knew you 
hated me, but I believed that you still had feelings for me, I believed that we 
could go back to the way things were, but who knows.” 

Rameen Tong was even pregnant at this time. 

At this time Jasmine Tong was really glad that Rameen Tong was pregnant at 
this time, otherwise Ellen Ron would be pestering her again. 

“I think it’s great. Aren’t you happy to be a father soon?” 



“Of course I’d be happy if you were pregnant with my child, but a woman I 
don’t love, pregnant with my child, and stopping me, with the woman I love, do 
you think I’m happy?” 

For the past two months or so, Ellen Ron had been having a very painful time. 

He’s been struggling with what to do. 

“Even if she wasn’t pregnant, even if you did get a divorce, I wouldn’t be with 
you, believe it or not, I don’t have any feelings for you anymore.” 

Faced with Jasmine Tong’s indifference, Ellen Ron seemed to be used to it. 

He felt that Jasmine Tong deserved whatever attitude he had towards him, 
after all, he had hurt her so deeply. 

“I’m in a lot of pain right now, Jasmine, what do I do.” 

Ellen Ron had his hands on his head on the table. 

“You are going to be a father, and you are still asking me what to do then how 
to say, Rameen Tong’s belly, is also my little nephew, treat her well and be a 
good father.” 

Ellen Ron lifted his head to look at Jasmine Tong, “You really think so.” 

“That’s what I thought.” 

“Well, then I’ll do whatever you tell me to do.” 

“I should go.”Jasmine Tong stood up directly and took her suitcase and 
walked out of the cafe. 

Ellen Ron watched her figure disappear into his vision. 

He knew there was no going back. 

As soon as Jasmine Tong walked out of the cafe, she saw a Rolls Royce 
parked not far from the cafe. 

Albert Ou was standing right in front of the car. 

Jasmine Tong stared blankly at Albert Ou and turned to look at the cafe. 



Could it be that Albert Ou was watching her and Ellen Ron go into the cafe? 

“My one,” 

Albert Ou didn’t say anything and went straight into the car, and the driver 
rushed down to help Jasmine Tong get her suitcase into the car. 

It was only when Jasmine Tong got into the car that she realized that there 
were two other people in the car. 

Pears holding their baby. 

Albert Ou was bringing the baby to take her home. 

Babies who can’t read adult emotions see their mothers dancing with 
excitement. 

Jasmine Tong hurriedly took the baby from Pearly’s hands. 

Albert Ou was livid and said nothing. 

Pearly also found the atmosphere awkward. 

“Woah woah woah,” the baby seemed to be very upset with Jasmine Tong 
and kept babbling. 

“Ain’t missin’ mama, baby.” 

“Mrs., you say is not telepathic ah young master these days in a particularly 
good mood night sleep is also particularly fragrant, also not naughty, as if you 
feel you are coming back, save enough spirit to disturb you.” 

“This little rascal will toss me.” 

On the way home, Albert Ou seemed to be very interesting and went directly 
to the study. 

Jasmine Tong was very helpless and had to follow Pear Blossom to the 
nursery. 

“Ma’am, sir seems to be angry, why don’t you coax him?” 

Even the pears could see it. 



“I’m also pretty tired right now, and I don’t want to fight with him, so I’d rather 
avoid seeing him.” 

She and Albert Ou had called so few times in the past two months, and every 
time she was on video, Tong yelled that she wanted to meet the baby, and 
Albert Ou gave all the time to the baby. 

Come to think of it, there were only a handful of things she had said to Albert 
Ou in the past two months or so. 

“Is it time to change the baby’s diaper?” 

“I don’t think so, the gentleman had already changed him once in the car.” 

“He changes he still changes diapers” Jasmine Tong was very surprised. 

She couldn’t even imagine Albert Ou holding something like a diaper. 

“Of course, sir will do everything, when you are not at home, sir has been with 
the little young master, feeding, changing diapers, even burping he will, there 
are several nights when the little young master is not feeling well, or sir sleeps 
with him.” 

Jasmine Tong was speechless with surprise, not expecting Albert Ou to have 
done so much in her absence. 

She had even accused him of not spending time with the baby last time, but it 
turned out he was doing more than she was doing as a mother. 

Jasmine Tong’s eyes couldn’t help but get a little moist, she had actually been 
indebted to Albert Ou. 

Before when Yarwen Tong was still around, she had always always cared 
about Yarwen Tong and ignored Albert Ou, and now with an extra baby, she 
always cared about the baby and ignored Albert Ou again. 

Come to think of it, Albert Ou seemed to be used to it and stopped arguing 
with her about it, preferring to aggravate himself. 

“Pearly, the baby will sleep later, I’ll go check on him.” 



Jasmine Tong walked out of the nursery, in the study, Albert Ou seemed to be 
reading a book, Jasmine Tong did not disturb him, but went back to the 
bedroom. 

Nothing in the room was the same as when she left it. 

She made her bed again and went to the bathroom, taking a quick, painful 
shower and finding a s*xy nightgown from her closet. 

After the baby is born, her pajamas are usually very old-fashioned buttoned 
cotton pajamas because she has to breastfeed all the time. 

This red lace nightgown she couldn’t remember the last time she’d worn it. 

Taking care of herself she lay down on the bed and waited for Albert Ou to 
return. 

Albert Ou was in no mood to read in his study, but he just didn’t want to make 
a fool of himself. 

Jasmine Tong hadn’t seen her baby for over two months and would definitely 
stay with her when she returned. 

A push open the door to see Jasmine Tong sitting on the bed, Albert Ou was 
shocked and thought he was dreaming. 

“Why don’t you come in and see your own wife?” 

“Oh,” Albert Ou responded closing the door just then. 

Even though they’ve been together for a long time, Tong still isn’t used to 
dressing sexier before Albert Ou changes. 

“That wash and sleep.” 

“Oh, I see.”Albert Ou ghosted into the bathroom, his brain still a little 
unreflective. 

Shouldn’t Jasmine Tong be in the nursery sleeping with the baby tonight? 
Why is she back in the bedroom? 

The sun is coming out of the west. 



Thinking so, he sped up the shower. 

Chapter 529 

Albert Ou hurriedly just showered and got into bed, not knowing what was 
going on and feeling a little deer in the headlights. 

They say that a small parting is better than a new marriage, he and Jasmine 
Tong have also been separated for more than two months, of course he will 
miss his wife, before a day or two apart can not stand, let alone this time it is 
more than two months apart. 

“Turn off the lights.”Jasmine Tong warned. 

Only then did Albert Ou come back to turn off the lights. 

In the darkness Jasmine Tong leaned in to hug Albert Ou and snuggled into 
his arms. 

Albert Ou Nozomu gulped immediately, being the age of blood and having just 
abstained from sex for two months, but couldn’t resist such temptation. 

But he didn’t know what was going on, and he held back. 

Jasmine Tong is also strange, usually as soon as she leaned over, Albert Ou 
must have already crushed her underneath her body, but today, she was still 
unmoving, still angry? 

“Honey, are you still mad at me?” 

Albert Ou where to care about anger, bosom Jasmine Tong this body’s 
pajamas are silky smooth to the touch. 

“I’ve made it clear to him that he should live a good life with Rameen Tong, so 
don’t worry, nothing will happen between him and me.” 

Albert Ou’s thoughts had drifted to nowhere, and Jasmine Tong’s words were 
not even on his mind. 

This made Jasmine Tong also a little anxious, “Honey, don’t you want me?” 

He wanted to, he was going crazy thinking about it. 



Albert Ou finally couldn’t take it anymore and grabbed Jasmine Tong’s waist, 
using his body’s instinct to k!ss her. 

For the last two months or so he seemed a bit impatient. 

Jasmine Tong wasn’t angry, just cooperating with him. 

Suddenly, Albert Ou stopped. 

“The little brat won’t be making any more noise tonight.” 

He’s in the shadows now. 

At every critical moment, the little brat would come and make trouble, as if he 
was born to be against him. 

“What little brat, are you a rabbit or am I a rabbit?” 

“Is he asleep? Is he sleeping heavily or should I go check?” 

Saying that Albert Ou was ready to get up, he preferred to wait a little longer 
than to be interrupted midway. 

Looking at Albert Ou like this, Jasmine Tong couldn’t laugh at all and couldn’t 
help but feel a little sad. 

But Jasmine Tong grabbed him by the neck, “I’m sorry, honey.” 

“I’ll take your apology, and the next time you go out with that man, see if I 
don’t break your legs.” 

Albert Ou suddenly got cocky, and he still minded it 

Just didn’t want to say it, after all, having been together with Jasmine Tong for 
so long, one also knew that Jasmine Tong couldn’t have anything to do with 
Ellen Ron. 

“That’s not what I’m talking about.” 

“Then what are you talking about?” 

Jasmine Tong cupped Albert Ou’s face and placed a soft k!ss on his lips, “It’s 
been hard for you these days.” 



“Why are you going to say this again I just watched the brat, no, go check on 
your son.” 

Albert Ou never liked to be so sensational. 

“No need to look, he’s crying and making a scene, isn’t there a maid there 
you’re all skinny.” 

“It’s so dark you can see.” 

“Touché.” 

Albert Ou doesn’t believe in “touching it.” 

If it’s believable that he could feel a few pieces of flesh off Jasmine Tong’s 
body 

“Of course I’m feeling it, my face is all skinny, I’m not eating properly, I’m 
taking care of my son, I’m working hard, and I’m wondering if I’m having a 
hard time.” 

“Serve me well if you know I’m hard.” 

“I’m going to be taking a long break from work for the rest of the day to take 
care of you at home.” 

“It’s to take care of her son.” Albert Ou doesn’t believe Jasmine Tong would 
take a break for him. 

“Honey, ask me a question.” 

“Ask what?” 

“You asked me to do a ranking of everyone based on how important they are 
to me.” 

“I don’t ask,” 

Albert Ou won’t be embarrassed if he’s too low on the list, he’ll lose face. 

“Just ask one, there’s only three of us, you, baby, and little Lei.” 

“I’m not asking, I’m going to check on the baby.” 



Once again, Albert Ou was ready to get out of bed, and once again, Jasmine 
Tong pulled him back. 

“You won’t touch it today if you don’t ask, I’m going to bed.” 

Jasmine Tong deliberately pouted and turned her back on Albert Ou. 

Albert Ou’s little flame has been lit, and he’ll probably go crazy if he doesn’t 
get his touch today 

But he really didn’t want to ask. Why bother? He’d be the last one in line. 

“Okay, okay, I’ll ask, I’ll ask, in your heart, rank me, baby and little Lei out.” 

As soon as he finished speaking Albert Ou just plugged his ears, in the 
darkness Jasmine Tong didn’t see it. 

“This third place is Little Lei, he’s grown up and gone to another world and has 
a new life, I want to give him more freedom, he might find his other half in the 
future as well, so he’s in third place.” 

Although Albert Ou plugged his ears, he still had a small expectation that 
there would be a miracle, and when he heard that he would be ranked higher 
than Yarwen Tong, it was really a little bit of a steal. 

But this was natural, after all, Yarwen Tong had become a vampire and could 
not possibly return to this world. 

“Where’s this second in line?” 

Albert Ou knew the answer himself, but still couldn’t help but have his heart 
beat faster. 

He certainly expected that in Jasmine Tong’s heart, he was the most 
important one. 

“I’d better start with the first in line,” Jasmine Tong turned to Albert Ou, 
“Honey, who do you think it will be?” 

Jasmine Tong is really good at stalling. 

“Will you hurry up and say it? It’s better if you do.” 



Albert Ou is deathly reluctant to admit that the baby comes first in Jasmine 
Tong’s heart. 

“Honey, why are you so lacking in confidence? You just know I’m going to say 
baby?” 

“Don’t you” originally Albert Ou was very much not a fan of the topic, “video 
you have to watch the baby, and the first thing you do when you get home is 
look for the baby too” 

“That’s why I’m apologizing to you ah this time I neglected you, but in my 
heart, you are the first ah.” 

“Just know hmm.” 

Albert Ou was still a bit unresponsive, “What did you say again?” 

“I said you’re the first in line in my heart.” 

“I don’t believe why the baby is behind me. You’re lying.” 

“I’m not lying to you, when the baby grows up, he will have his own life and 
will marry in the future, and then his daughter-in-law will be the most important 
person to him, and the only person with whom I can grow old together is you.” 

Jasmine Tong held Albert Ou’s face with tears in her eyes. 

“Seriously,” 

“Really, honey, you have to promise me that one day, when we have to leave 
this world, you’ll live longer than I will, because I really don’t know how to live 
in this world without you.” 

Albert Ou k!ssed Jasmine Tong’s tears, one after the other. 

Chapter 530 

After the clouds rested and the rain receded, Jasmine Tong fell asleep in 
Albert Ou’s arms. 

But Albert Ou had trouble sleeping, and the corners of his mouth rose high as 
he looked at Jasmine Tong, who was sleeping sweetly in his arms. 



“Jasmine, I won’t let you down.” 

This side of the sweet and sweet live a stable and happy little life, but Rameen 
Tong side is not so lucky. 

Over three months of pregnancy had rounded her waist, though it didn’t look 
pregnant yet. 

“Bunch of losers, how come you’re so useless for over two months and you 
can’t find anything on Jasmine Tong.” 

Rameen Tong paced back and forth across the room, one hand still holding 
her stomach. 

“Miss Tong, there’s really nothing we can do.”Members of the paparazzi are 
also really helpless. 

“Get out, I don’t want to hear anything.” 

The paparazzi were silent for a moment and then turned around, “Miss Tong, 
there’s something we don’t know whether to say or not.” 

“If you have something to say, say it and get out of here.”Faced with this 
bunch of trash, Rameen Tong really didn’t want to bother with any more 
words. 

“Actually, we didn’t find nothing, Jasmine Tong often calls video in the middle 
of the night, as to who the other party is, we have no way of knowing, but from 
this we can see that Jasmine Tong should have someone with a very close 
relationship.” 

In the meantime, Rameen Tong said, “Why are you telling me now” 

“Er truthfully, Miss Tong, we’ve also taken a considerable amount of money 
from you, and because of that, I have to remind you that you’d better give it 
up.” 

The paparazzi were a little too much for their own good. 

“Give up why should I, you said there were traces of it, I’ll tell you what, I’ll 
give you some more money and you keep a good eye on me.” 



The paparazzi shook their heads, “Miss Tong, don’t you understand what 
we’re saying? You’re doing so much in vain.Even if you do find out what’s 
going on, the news won’t get out.” 

“Why, I’ll dare to send it out if I can find out.” 

Rameen has a good relationship with several media outlets, and Artsin 
International also has media outlets that it has been working with, maintaining 
a friendly relationship. 

“I don’t suppose anyone would want to send out these news items, and I’m 
afraid the backyard will be on fire before you even send them out.” 

Rameen Tong carefully pondered the paparazzi’s words, but it was a bit hard 
to understand. 

“What exactly do you want to say open the sun to say brightly, do not beat 
around the bush also how much money can be said directly” 

“Miss Tong, we actually took your money and wealth as well as another 
person’s, who bid higher than you, and also said that whatever news we find 
out about Jasmine Tong must be pressed down, so I think the media side 
should also be paid, and Jasmine Tong won’t say a word of bad news.” 

“Who is it?” 

The first thing that you need to do is to make sure that you’re not going to be 
able to get rid of it. 

She also didn’t believe that this person was Jasmine Tong, Jasmine Tong 
couldn’t have paid more money than her 

“It’s your husband, Mr. Ellen Ron.”The paparazzi are also open-minded, and 
they also feel sorry for Rameen Tong. 

She’s big on her side, desperately trying to get rid of someone, and her 
husband is working against her. 

Hearing Ellen Ron’s name, Rameen Tong didn’t stand still for a bit and 
immediately held onto the wall. 

It was him. 



She subconsciously put her hand on her stomach, she had his child inside her 
and he was even thinking of another woman. 

What kind of position does she hold in his heart? 

Rameen Tong’s heart was so hateful that it must not be easy for any woman 
to hear that her husband is defending another woman. 

“And, Miss Tong, to tell you the truth, last night, Jasmine Tong killed her, we 
photographed Jasmine Tong and Mr. Ellen Ron having coffee at a cafe, and 
because we saw it was Mr. Ellen Ron, we withdrew, taking people’s money 
and doing people’s dirty work for them, and it wouldn’t have popped out if we 
photographed it anyway, so we didn’t continue to follow it.” 

Rameen Tong could hear his teeth crashing against each other. 

“Give me the picture.” 

“What do you want the picture for anyway, no media would dare to publish it.” 

The paparazzi couldn’t bear the thought of taking a large sum of money from 
Rameen Tong. 

“I want you to give me what I want, just say how much you want, as to 
whether you can send it out or not, that’s not your business.” 

Rameen Tong roared as if she had gone mad. 

The paparazzi were also terrified and also considering that she was pregnant 
and didn’t want to argue with her much, they couldn’t afford it if something 
happened. 

They gave all the photos to Rameen Tong and left. 

Rameen Tong sat on the chair, feeling her hairs stand on end, she was 
trembling and trembling 

She can’t allow that to happen. 

Ellen Ron is his, the Ron family is his, everything is his, Jasmine Tong can’t 
even get half of it! 

Rameen Tong didn’t know how she got home, only that she was light-headed. 



Because she was pregnant, she was either staying at her mother’s house or 
over at the Diamond Hill villa, and it had been a long time since she had gone 
back to her little home with Ellen Ron. 

This time, she returned to this small home and sat on the couch, staring out of 
her mind. 

She cared about Ellen Ron, and if she didn’t like him, she wouldn’t have 
counted them out and slept with him. 

Everything in this home was carefully decorated by her, and she only wanted 
to have a home of their own with Ellen Ron. 

But now Jasmine Tong has ruined everything. 

She gently stroked her stomach. 

“Don’t worry son, I’ll get your dad back, your dad belongs to us, he doesn’t 
belong to anyone else” 

Her eyes were out of sadness. 

The door suddenly opened, Ellen Ron walked in and was shocked to see 
Rameen Tong sitting on the sofa. 

These days it’s always been him living here alone, Rameen Tong pregnant 
and can’t share a room, there’s no need to live together all the time. 

“What brings you back?” 

“I missed you and the baby missed his daddy, so I came over to see 
you.”Rameen Tong took her thoughts back and immediately blossomed into a 
smile. 

“Oh, but I’m going on a business trip today, and I’m coming back to pack.” 

Ellen Ron walked into the bedroom with an expressionless face, Rameen 
Tong followed him into the bedroom. 

“Where are you going on business and how long will you be gone?” 

“Y city, almost half a month.”Ellen Ron answered Rameen Tong’s question as 
he packed his luggage. 



“Brother Ellen, why don’t you take me with you I’ll miss you.” 

Rameen Tong leaned on Ellen Ron’s back, her voice filled with frustration. 

“How can you travel with me now that you’re pregnant?” 

 

 

 


